Women in Intellectual
Property Law
17th Annual Program
and inspiration to the audience about
the future of women in this field.

On June 5, 2019 the Section hosted its 17th Annual
Women in Intellectual Property Law program. The event
was hosted by Orrick and was well attended by a variety
of women attorneys practicing in the New York area. As
is now tradition, the program started with an hour of
wine, hors d’oeuvres, and networking. Program Chair
Joyce Creidy of CompuMark then opened the program
by encouraging the women in attendance to “Be the Lift.”
She discussed the many ways women can lift each other
up, both professionally and personally. She encouraged
attendees to be the one that lifts the women around you,
be the one that takes an extra moment to recognize female
colleagues’ achievements, provide constructive feedback,
and bring their voices into the conversation when they
might not otherwise be heard.

Ms. Huang discussed her somewhat long and winding path to the
law and told the attendees, “Don’t be
afraid to pivot.” She said she initially
wanted to be a doctor and studied
molecular biology in college. After
realizing that the practice of medicine was not for her, but wanting
to salvage the medical aspect of her
experience, she made her first career
pivot by attending law school with
the intent of becoming a patent attorney. Pivot two was moving to Phoenix, AZ to explore the legal aspects
of technology at the height of the dot com era. There,
she switched jobs several times, finally finding her
niche in patent work at a firm. Pivot three took her
back to New York aiming to go in-house. She leveraged a connection who worked at American Express,
went in for the interview, and landed the job. She
explained that the variety of experiences she collected
through these various pivots all were relevant to her
new practice. Her three important takeaways were:
(1) maintain, foster, and grow your relationships, as
you never know who will help you get your next job;
(2) know yourself, be yourself, and don’t be afraid to
advocate for yourself; and (3) returning to the theme

With this message in mind,
panelists Cindy Huang (American
Express), Sudipta Rao (Novartis),
Elizabeth E. Brenckman (Orrick),
and Stephanie Y. Grenald (HBI
Group, Inc.) shared their experiences in the IP field and their unique
paths to their current positions.
The panelists shared their diverse
experiences with successes, failures,
relationships with colleagues, and
career changes, providing insight
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she works hard to make sure her voice, and
the voices of the women around her, are
heard.

of the night, always help others, and lift up the people
around you.
Ms. Grenald revealed that her first exposure to the
law—the People’s Court television program—inspired
her at a very young age to pursue a career in criminal
justice. However, as a part of her undergraduate curriculum, she was exposed to criminal law cases that were
difficult for her to digest emotionally, and she realized
that it was time to pursue a different field of law. By
chance, she was placed in the intellectual property department at Viacom, where she worked as a trademark
paralegal and was involved in all aspects of U.S. and
international
trademark
prosecution.
Now with a
strong understanding of IP
law, she went
to Skadden
to work as
an IP paralegal. That job
inspired her
to go to law
school, where
she focused on
IP and was actively involved in the IP clubs and societies. With graduation approaching during the recession,
she boldly opened a solo practice. She was then offered
what was supposed to be a temporary position with the
HBI Group. However, this position was far from temporary, and Grenald now serves as the vice president of
intellectual property for the company. While working
in-house was great for growth and for the variety of
work, Grenald had to work hard to build her reputation. After showcasing her talents during pivotal moments in her company’s strategy sessions and through
much perseverance, her opinion is now respected, and
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Ms. Rao discussed the challenges of
immigrating to the United States, learning
English, and finding her way to the law.
Her family strongly encouraged her to
pursue math and science, but she excelled
in subjects such as creative writing, English, and political science. During high
school she went through the tragic experience of supporting her mother through her
battle with cancer. When her mom passed
away right before Ms. Rao started college,
she became inspired to pursue medicine
and for two years worked on a pre-med major. But by
her junior year, she knew that her true passion was not
the medical profession, and she switched her major to
political science and English, setting her up to attend law
school after graduation.
She started her legal career at Legal Aid, where she
worked on immigration issues, landlord-tenant issues,
and family law matters. After taking some time off to
have a child, she was ready to come back to the law but
did not know what type to pursue. Luckily, she found a
temporary job as an IP lawyer and worked with a female
mentor who guided her by example. That job was supposed to last two weeks but turned into a seven-year
position. She then went in-house
at Pfizer, where she worked three
years before moving to Wyeth,
where after four years she found
herself back with the same team
when Pfizer acquired Wyeth. These
positions exposed her to health-related work, and she gained leadership positions within the companies.
When she found that Novartis Oncology was looking for an intellectual property lawyer in the United
States, she could not pass on the
opportunity to come full circle with
a medical connection to her law
practice. She has now been at Novartis for seven years
and continues to grow the U.S. team. She closed with the
thought that although her path was windy, she ended up
where she was meant to be. For the women around her,
she is a mentor, and she is actively involved in a diversity
and inclusion project focusing on increasing women in
management position. Her advice to attendees: be ready
to do anything that comes your way.
In the final presentation, Ms. Brenckman shared her
path to becoming a partner at Orrick. Growing up in
rural Minnesota, she was not exposed to any attorneys.
At the age of four, she started playing the violin, which
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The program concluded with a dessert and networking reception sponsored by CompuMark and
a prize raffle, with gifts provided courtesy of Steve
Madden, Physique57, Orange Theory, Coty, Revlon,
Ralph Lauren, Brooks Brothers, Marc Jacobs, and
Row House. CompuMark also generously provided
each attendee a “Women in IP” bag and umbrella.

Anna G. Schuler		
Davis & Gilbert LLP		

remained her passion through high school and college.
Realizing that music performance might not be a practical degree in the long run, she decided to obtain a degree
in finance and then attended law school after graduation. Her first job as an attorney in
Minnesota had her doing mergers,
acquisitions, and securities work at
a general practice firm. She started
doing IP work for a female trademark partner and realized this was
what she wanted to do. Her next
step was to find a job with an IP
firm. She applied for a position with
an IP firm in New York, where she
started out focusing on trademark
prosecution. Eventually, she was
asked join a team to work on the
Aereo case, which ultimately was decided by the Supreme Court in 2015.
She has continued to work with
that team ever since, focusing on
trademark and copyright litigation.
She made partner and transitioned
to Orrick with her team in February
2019.

Click here to find out more about the
Intellectual Property Law Section.

Brenckman acknowledged the women who have
paved the way in the legal field but noted that the job
is not done. She encouraged the attendees to maintain
strong connections with colleagues and to learn and
grow from mistakes.
She noted that even
women can have the
tendency to engage
in stereotypes or to
assign work along
gender lines, and she
challenged the audience to think about
how they divide work
among a group and to
lift the women around
them.
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